AMERICAN BOXER CLUB ANNUAL AWARDS
~ 2012 ~

MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG WINS – 25
CH Hallmark N Estrella’s Mystic Spell
Sire:  GCH CH R and G’s Mystical Dancer SOM
Dam:  CH Katandy’s Cameo
Breeders:  Michal Ruff & Kimberlie Steele-Gamero
Owners:  Michelle Rocca, Kimberlie Steele-Gamero, Donna Galante

MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH WINS – 35
CH Fortuity Breho Hidden Treasure
Sire:  CH Illyrian’s Trilogy
Dam:  CH Maxlan Breho Treasure Hunter
Breeders/Owners:  Dr. June Sutherlin, Brenda Stuckey, Theresa Galle

MOST BEST OF BREED WINS - 131
GCH CH R and G’s Mystical Dancer SOM
Sire:  CH Capri’s Woods End Spellcaster SOM
Dam:  Ein-Von’s Kiss N Tell DOM
Breeders:  Gayann Jones & Kimberlie Steele-Gamero
Owners:  Roberto Bezerra & Rick Servetnick & Barbara Bachman & Gary Steele & Carol Desmond & Kimberlie Steele-Gamero & Gayann Jones

MOST BEST IN SHOW SPECIALTY WINS - 15
GCH CH Winfall I Dream Of Style
Sire:  CH Brookwood’s Place of Dreams
Dam:  Winfall I’ve Got Style DOM
Breeders:  Tina Porter & Lee Stanton
Owners:  Keith & Cheryl Robbins, George & Barbara Adkins, Tina Porter, Lee Stanton, and Jorge Pinzon
MOST WORKING GROUP FIRST WINS - 67
GCH CH R and G’s Mystical Dancer SOM
Sire: CH Capri’s Woods End Spellcaster SOM
Dam: Ein-Von’s Kiss N Tell DOM
Breeders: Gayann Jones & Kimberlie Steele-Gamero
Owners: Roberto Bezerra & Rick Servetnick & Barbara Bachman & Gary Steele & Carol Desmond & Kimberlie Steele-Gamero & Gayann Jones

MOST BEST IN SHOW WINS - 23 (tie)
GCH CH Winfall I Dream Of Style
Sire: CH Brookwood’s Place of Dreams
Dam: Winfall I’ve Got Style DOM
Breeders: Tina Porter & Lee Stanton
Owners: Keith & Cheryl Robbins, George & Barbara Adkins, Tina Porter, Lee Stanton, and Jorge Pinzon

MOST BEST IN SHOW WINS - 23 (tie)
GCH CH R and G’s Mystical Dancer SOM
Sire: CH Capri’s Woods End Spellcaster SOM
Dam: Ein-Von’s Kiss N Tell DOM
Breeders: Gayann Jones & Kimberlie Steele-Gamero
Owners: Roberto Bezerra & Rick Servetnick & Barbara Bachman & Gary Steele & Carol Desmond & Kimberlie Steele-Gamero & Gayann Jones

KENNEL BREEDING THE MOST CHAMPIONS - 6
Jacquet
Rick Tomita

SIRE PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS – 13
GCH CH Duba-Dae’s Who’s Your Daddy SOM
Sire: CH Duba-Dae’s Buster Brown
Dam: Ch. Duba-Dae’s Diamond Evolution
Breeder: Lynn P. Jansson
Owners: Charles Vose & Wendy Bettis & Lynn Jansson

DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS – 4
CH TJ’s Miss Parker DOM
Sire: CH Jems-Rosend’s Jamin Uptown
Dam: Waverly’s Jems Fearless
Breeders: Randy Sayler and Dianna L. Emmons
Owner: Theresa Janzen

MOST JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP WINS WITH A BOXER - 30
Brooke Moyer
SIRE OF MERIT WITH MOST PERFORMANCE TITLED GET – 12
CH Breezewoods Lord of Wystmont SOM CDX RE
  Sire:  CH Barbary Lane’s Dare Be Bold
  Dam:  CH Breezewood’s Reflections
  Breeders:  Christine Baum and Barry Wyerman
  Owners:  Amy & Todd Bieri

DAM OF MERIT WITH MOST PERFORMANCE TITLED GET – 2
Barbiloc’s Autumn Splendor CD RN
  Sire:  CH Sunscape’s Splendor CD RN
  Dam:  Berlane’s Debut De Barbiloc
  Breeders:  Barbara A. and William J. O’Connor
  Owner:  Barbara A. O’Connor

UNSUNG HERO AWARD
  Dr. Larry Dosier

UNSUNG HERO AWARD
  Sturlene Arnold

UNSUNG HERO AWARD
  Katandy’s Calypso Moon
  “Newman”

UNSUNG HERO AWARD
  Lee Mitchell

SPECIAL AGILITY AWARD
CH MACH Triple Crown’s Triple Dare MXB MJC
  Sire:  GCH CH Pro’s Original 501 Blues
  Dam:  CH Triple Crown’s Alacazam
  Breeders:  Cathy & Bill Sylvester, Virginia Shames & Dr. Theodore S. Fickes
  Owners:  Trish Alexander & Cathy Sylvester

TOP AGILITY AWARD
MACH4 Cherkei’s Too Hot To Handle CD BN RE MXB2 MXF T2B2 CA
  Sire:  CH Reannon Cherkei Turn Up The Volume
  Dam:  CH Bayview Some Like It Hot
  Breeders:  Mr. & Mrs. Keith Robbins, Mr. & Mrs. Ken Morrison, Mr. & Mrs. Romi Cormier
  Owners:  Todd & Sherry Buchla
**TOP OBEDIENCE AWARD**

Sunchase’s Little Pink Ribbon, BN  
Sire: CH Breezewood’s Lord of Wystmont CDX RE  
Dam: Sunchase’s Little Black Dress UDX OM1 RA AX AXJ OF  
Breeders & Owners: Tracy Hendrickson & Rhoda Goselin-Brouillette

**TOP PERFORMANCE AWARD**

MACH4 Cherkei’s Too Hot To Handle CD BN RE MXB2 MXF T2B2 CA  
Sire: CH Reannon Cherkei Turn Up The Volume  
Dam: CH Bayview Some Like It Hot  
Breeders: Mr. & Mrs. Keith Robbins, Mr. & Mrs. Ken Morrison, Mr. & Mrs. Romi Cormier  
Owners: Todd & Sherry Buchla

**SPECIAL PERFORMANCE AWARD**

CT Dynamic N Shera’s Here Comes Trouble PT CA  
Sire: CH Dynamic Don Diego  
Dam: Lucky Lady Lucy IV  
Breeders: Barbara Riggs & Diane Baldo  
Owner: Diane Stephens